Note that Get a Credibility means to get a certain amount of credibility according to the category the applicant belongs to in a given moment. Category is advanced by obtain an invitation from all 5 Cultural Institutions.

Category C = 1x credibility
Category B = 2x credibility
Category A = 3x credibility

1. Application Features

1.1. Upper Left Spot Target

} The applicant writes the Concept, if the related icon is lit or flashing. This gives him/her 1x Credibility.

1.2. Left Up-kicker

} The applicant meets a Co-producer if the related icon is lit or flashing.
During the meeting the applicant chooses between two different offers given by the co-producer. Finding a co-producer gives the applicant 1x Credibility

1.3. Drop Targets

} One of the necessary documents the applicant must attach to his/her application for co-funding at the Ministry of Culture is a letter of invitation by a Cultural Institution (collect the Invitations icon if it is lit or flashing).
The applicant can obtain this document by approaching one or more of the five Cultural Institutions listed below:

- Gallery
- Cultural Centre
- Museum
- Festival
- Biennial

} Each invitation gives 1x Credibility more. 
} If the applicant manages to obtain invitations from all 5 institutions he/she advances from Category C to B.
For an artist of A Category the production conditions are certainly easier finding a lot of doors already opened. When an artist of A Category obtains all 5 invitations he/she gets a Contribution and 1 Production Facility.
} The applicant can progressively gather contributions by constantly obtaining invitations from all 5 institutions. The sequence goes 5, 10, and 20 Million.
} Moreover, the icon of Contribution will be lit in the List of Production Achievements.
} During the evaluation of the application at the Ministry of Culture the applicant must try to impress the Committee of Experts by shooting the Central Drop Target as many times as possible. The sequence is Extra Ball, 50, 100 and 300 Million.

1.4. Spinner

} The applicant elaborates the Financial Construction if the related icon is lit or flashing. This gives the applicant 1x Credibility. 
} If the Reviews icon is flashing, the applicant collects reviews on different media and start working on his/her Catalogue.
} If the Web site icon is flashing, the applicant places his promotional site on the Internet and starts organising the Portfolio.
} If Good Vibes is active the Spinner scores and advances a progressive award (5M, 10M and 3 credibility).
} Add a letter to FUNDS during the committee evaluation of the Private Foundation application.

1.5. Upper Right Spot Target

} By shooting this target the applicant selects Collaborators if the related icon is lit or flashing. Knowing in advance who is going to collaborate on his/her project, gives the applicant 1x Credibility.
Moreover, this target advances a letter in strojZOIS if the icon spell strojZOIS is lit.

1.6. Central Moving Target

} If the applicant wants to approach sponsors he/she has to contact a private company first. By shooting the Central Moving Target the applicant calls a company to fix an appointment with its Marketing Director (the Company Called icon in front of the right ramp starts flashing). Before the meeting the applicant must send the material related with his/her project from the Post Office, as promised during the telephone call. Once the applicant has done so, the Marketing Director of the company contacted receives him/her.
} The meeting is a frenetic 3-ball situation during which the applicant tries to convince the Marketing Director upon how prestigious it would be for, his company to sponsor cultural activities.
By getting the central moving target, the applicant obtains a 20 Million sponsorship (if the Sponsor icon is flashing) or a 100 Million General sponsor if the related icon is flashing.
} Obtaining sponsorship lights the Sponsor icon in the List of Production Achievements.
} If during the evaluation of the Municipality application the applicant shoots the Central Moving Target, he/she is awarded with a Production Facility and lights the Special icon for the Bottom Right Spot Target.
} One of the most annoying things an artist must do is to report on funds previously received. This administrative matter always comes at the most inappropriate time right when the production activity is most intense. Nevertheless, giving a correct Financial Report is advantageous because it gives the applicant a lot of Credibility (8 credibility if the applicant gets the Central Moving Target while the Report icon is flashing) plus a Production Facility.
Moreover, doing this correctly lights Good Administration in the List of Production Achievements. 
} The Central Moving Target also gives 2 or 3 Credibility if 2 Credibility or 3 Credibility icons lit solid.

1.7. Right Up-Kicker

} If the applicant goes to the meeting (Right Up-kicker) after collecting all the necessary Promo Materials (Meeting icon flashing), he/she is given a chance to negotiate all Productions Facilities he/she has gathered so far in exchange for better facilities or cash. This lights up Production Facility in the List of Production Achievements and restarts the 1-4 Collecting Promo Material Sequence.
Such a success starts the Good Vibes icon flashing.

1.8. Hole Kicker

} Another essential document the applicant should attach to the Ministry of Culture application is his/her Curriculum Vitae. Placing the ball in the Hole Kicker while the CV icon is lit or flashing collects this document. In this way the applicant gets 1x Credibility.
} If the Artistic Inspiration icon is lit, the applicant gets 1 to 10 Credibility.

1.9. Right Side Rollover Lane

} The Right Side Rollover Lane collects the Press Clip if the related icon is lit or flashing. This is another necessary document the applicant needs to provide in order to apply for funds at the Ministry of Culture. A good Press Clip gives the applicant 1x Credibility.
} If the Catalogue icon is flashing, the applicant picks the catalogue up and starts working on his/her Web Site.
} If the Portfolio icon is flashing, the applicant puts together his/her portfolio and start preparing for a Meeting.
} If the Concentration icon is lit, passing the Right Side Rollover Lane starts the icon flashing.

1.10. Centre Spot Target

} The Centre Spot Target collects the Publications icon if it is lit or flashing. This document has to be attached to the Municipality application and gives the applicant 1x Credibility.
} The Centre Spot Target starts the Concentration icon flashing if lit.
If this icon is already flashing, the target provides the applicant with an Invitation and scores the Progressive Concentration Award (5M, 10M, 3x Credibility).

1.11. Lower Left Vari-Target

} A list of International Achievements is a must if the applicant wants to apply for International Funds. To draft such a list, the applicant has to hit the Lower Left Vari-Target while the International Achievements icon is lit or flashing.
Having succeeded internationally gives 1x Credibility.
The Vary-Target determinates the solidity of the International Award. The stronger the target is hit, the higher the prize (300.000, 1, 3 or 5 Million).
} Through the Vari-Target the applicant can obtain some Cash in Advance for his/her project if the related icon is lit.  The applicant can ask 4 times for cash in advance. The sequence is: 3, 5, 10 and 20 Million.
} Once he/she gets 20 Million, the applicant shoots at the Vari-Target once more and the Cash in Advance icon in the List of Production Achievements lights up.
} If the Perseverance icon is flashing and the target is hit back far enough, the applicant receives the progressive award for Determination (10 Million, Extra Ball, 10 Credibility and 1 Production Facility).

1.12. Right Ramp

} The Post Office (Right Ramp) is where the applicant must go in order to send materials for a funding application if the icon Send Materials! is flashing. The application is ready to be sent if the applicant has collected all the necessary documents and the related icon in front of the Right Ramp is flashing.  If a Private Company was previously contacted via phone (the Company Called icon is flashing) the applicant can send his/her representative material to the company's Marketing Director from the Post Office.
} No chance the applicant would ever make it at the Municipality without taking advantage of his/her social connections. In order to succeed the applicant has to shoot the ramp while the Lobbying icon is lit or flashing.
It seems unbelievable, but also lobbying gives 1x Credibility!
} The applicant drafts the Report for Funding Previously Received (he/she starts the Report icon flashing) by shooting the Right Ramp while the Draft Report icon is lit or while the shooter lane Draft Report icon is flashing. If the artist has ever paid some services in black, because it was financially more convenient, and now cannot justify this expense, he/she now has the chance to do something about it during the meeting for sponsorship set up with a private company. If the Recycle Bills! icon starts flashing in the shooter lane, the artist has to lock all balls on the Right Ramp. In this case the Marketing Director of the company approached issues some fake bills in favour of the artist.
} If the applicant acts On All Fronts shooting the Right Ramp this gives him/her 100 Million.

1.13. Lower Left Spot Target

} Bluffing is certainly an art and many times can be, for an artist, more helpful than a qualitative corpus of work. Bluffing is imperative for whoever intends to apply for Private Foundation's funds. The applicant bluffs if he/she hits the Lower Left Spot Target while the Bluffing icon is lit or flashing.  - Bluffing gives the applicant 1x Credibility.
} The Lower Left Spot Target awards an Extra Ball if the Extra Ball icon is flashing.

1.14. Bottom Right Spot Target

} Being recommended by somebody influential surely does not bring any damage. In machinaZOIS's system this is even a necessary step without which it is not possible to apply for the Municipality's Funds.
In order to get a Recommendation, the applicant has to hit the Bottom Right Spot Target while the Recommendations icon is lit or flashing.
This gives him/her 1x Credibility.
} If the icon Special is flashing, hitting the Bottom Right Spot Target awards the applicant with the possibility to play machinaZOIS once more and free of charge!

1.15. Plunger Skill Shot

} Sometimes while the ball is sitting by the shooter, the two icons Application and Draft Report start flashing alternatively. When the ball leaves the shooter freezes one of the two flashing icons. The applicant then knows whether he/she has to send one of the Applications for Funding he previously prepared or deliver the Report for funding previously received.

1.16. Kicking Rubbers

} When the applicant makes a Wrong Move his/her mum is the only person in the world that might help him/her.
} While in 1 ball play, a hit on the left kicking rubber followed immediately by a hit on the right kicking rubber will start the Help me Mum! icon flashing.
If the applicant does a Wrong Move while the Help me Mum! icon is flashing he/she does not lose the ball.

1.17. Left Return Rollover

} If the applicant wants to apply for a Private Foundation's Fund he/she has to provide the Schedule of Production's draft along with other required documents. The Left Return Rollover collects this document if the related icon is lit or flashing.
Drafting the Schedule of Production in advance gives the applicant 1x Credibility as well as Good Vibes (the Good Vibes icon starts flashing) if also the Financial Construction has already been drafted.

1.18. Right Return rollover

} The Place of Presentation should be known in advance if the applicant intends to apply for an International Fund. He/she must make an agreement with a foreign institution in order to present his/her work at their venue. The Right Return Rollover allows the applicant to obtain a declaration from a foreign institution regarding the Place of Presentation if the related icon is lit or flashing.
Knowing in advance the Place of Presentation gives the applicant 1x Credibility as well as Good Vibes (the Good Vibes icon starts flashing) if also the Financial Construction icon has already been successfully drafted.
} Obtaining such results is undoubtedly a sign of determination therefore the icon of Perseverance (Vary-Target) starts flashing.

1.19. Left Outline

} The applicant makes a Wrong Move. If the Help me Mum! icon is flashing the ball is returned.

1.20. Right outline
} If the applicant gets the Right Outline while the Special icon is flashing, he/she is awarded with the possibility of playing the machinaZOIS once more and free of charge!! Moreover, this gives the applicant 6 Credibility but just in 1-ball play.

1.21. Outhole

} If the applicant does a Wrong Move while the Help Me Mum! icon is lit, he/she does not lose the ball. If the Help Me Mum! icon is unlit and the applicant does a Wrong Move then the ball is lost but the applicant receives a bonus according to the Artist's Category (C=1x, B=2x, A=3x) he/she belongs to and a Financial Contribution is transferred to his/her account if he/she had a Patron.
After the last ball drains, 100.000 for each Credibility plus 5 Million for each collected Production Facility is transferred to the applicant's account, plus Refunds, if the applicant has managed to get any.

1.22. Flippers

} With the help of the flippers the applicant can choose the appropriate award from various displayed options.
} Cradling the ball for 2 seconds changes the Central Moving Target value icon from 3 points to 2 points.
} Pressing both flippers while collecting out-hole bonuses speeds up the bureaucracy process.


2. Applications

The applicant tries to gather as many funds as possible while applying to 4 different cultural institutions:

1) Private Foundation 
2) Ministry of Culture
3) International Funds
4) Municipality

Before sending an application, all the documents required by the Institution must be collected.  Once the applicant has done so, the icon related to that Institution lights up and the warning icon Send Materials! starts flashing.  Now is time for the applicant to go to the Post Office (the right ramp) and send all funding requirement applications that he/she has prepared.
A Committee of Experts evaluates the applications in 15 seconds and then communicates its irrevocable decision. During this time the applicant must try to do whatever is in his/her power in order for his/her project to be granted with as many favours as possible by convincing, impressing, corrupting or flirting with a member of the Committee of Experts.
While the Committee of Experts of a certain Institution is evaluating the delivered Request for Funding, the artist can still send an application to another Institution.

2.1 Private Foundation

} While the Committee of Experts evaluates the Request for Funding, the applicant has 15 seconds of time to complete the letters of FUNDS by repeated spinner shots.
The first 4 letters give the applicant 10 Credibility each and the last one awards 3 production facilities.

2.2 Ministry of Culture

} The applicant must impress the Committee of Experts as much as possible while they are evaluating the submitted Request for Funding. He/she does so by hitting consecutively the Central Dropped Target within 15 seconds.

First hit: Extra Ball
Second hit: 50 Million
Third hit: 100 Million
Fourth hit: 300 Million

2.3 International Fund

} While the submitted Request for Funds is under the Committee of Experts' evaluation, the applicant has to shoot the Vari-Target as many times as possible within 15 seconds. This gives him/her 2 Production Facilities for any hit and 3 Production Facilities if the Vari-Target is driven all the way back.

2.4 Municipality - Department of Culture

} What the applicant should do while the Municipality's Committee of Experts is evaluating his/her Financial Request is to shoot the Central Moving Target once within 15 seconds. This provides him/her with 1 Production Facility and starts the Special icon flashing.

2.5 Award

} If the icon Award in front of the Right Ramp is lit, the artist must run to the Post Office to pick up the recorded-delivery letter. Wonderful! He/she got nominated for an Award!!
This is certainly an achievement but doesn't mean he/she will get the prize.
Awards are often a matter of promiscuous interests and favoritisms therefore the nominated artist would better start lobbying with the 5 members of the jury to make sure he/she will get the prize.
He/she has 30 seconds to succeed in this direction. The 5 members are at the Vari-Target, Spinner, Right Rollover Lane, Right Ramp, and at the Central Moving Target.
If the artist gets in touch with all 5 members of the jury he/she will definitely get the Award worth 100 Million!!






3. Multiball

3.1. Sponsor

} If the applicant wants to get sponsorship he/she has to start contacting Private Companies. By shooting the Central Moving Target, the applicant calls a company and fixes an appointment with its Marketing Director. The Company Called icon starts flashing. Before meeting the Marketing Director, the applicant must post him the material related to his/her project as promised during the telephone call. Therefore the artist has to go to the Post Office (Right Ramp).
Afterwards the Marketing Director receives the applicant personally. The meeting is a frenetic 3-ball situation during which the applicant tries to convince the Marketing Director upon how prestigious it would be for his company to sponsor cultural activities.
The applicant obtains a 20 Million sponsorship by shooting the Central Moving Target while the Sponsor icon is flashing. Afterwards if the applicant gets the same target within 5 seconds he/she obtains a 100 Million General Sponsorship! Scoring the Central Moving Target consecutively, within 5 seconds, makes the contribution of the General Sponsor rise.
} Obtaining sponsorship lights the Sponsor icon in the List of Production Achievements.

3.2. Production Award

} The artist gets a Production Award by filling the List of Production Achievements:

- Good Administration
- Public Relations
- Production Facility
- Cash in Advance
- Sponsor
- Contribution

Once all these features have been collected the Production Award icon lights up and the applicant must send the List of Production Achievements from the Post Office.
Afterwards every target gives him/her 1x Credibility.

3.3. Patron

} It might sound old fashioned to speak about Patrons nowadays but having one is what all artists have always dreamt about. It is extremely difficult to find a Patron, but not impossible! The applicant can find a Patron by hitting the Top Right Spot Target until the word strojZOIS that appears on the display is completely spelled out.
Once the applicant has done so, he/she must get the Upper Left Kicker and select the option "Patron".
Patron is a special multi-ball where every target adds 5M to an end-of-ball bonus.
The Patron supports the artist until 2 balls drain.
} The applicant can still collect documents for funding applications at a Cultural Institution, but cannot send them while having a Patron.

4. Multimode

4.1 Wider Strategy

} An applicant might decide for a Wider Strategy. That means that he/she applies for funding to 2 or more Cultural Institutions at the same time.  Adopting a Wider Strategy is really advantageous since during the 15 seconds evaluation of the submitted material the Committees of Experts will approve 1 Million for each active application if the applicant gets the Spinner and the Right Side Rollover.
} To maintain good relations with 3 or more Institutions at the same time is certainly delicate work. If the artist manages to do it, the Public Relations icon lights up in the List of Production Achievements.

4.2 On All Fronts

} If the applicant sends at once funding applications to all 4 Cultural Institutions at the same time, his/her Representative Material to a company's Marketing Director for a Sponsorship and the List of Production Achievements documentation for a Production Award, than he/she really plays On All Fronts!
In such a situation the Committees of Experts will approve 4 Million every time the applicant shoots the Spinner or the Right Side Rollover and 100 Million every time he/she shoots up the Right Ramp.

5. Other features

5.1 Good Vibes

} Shooting the Spinner, Right Up-Kicker and either Return Rollover, starts the Good Vibes icon flashing if the applicant has already drafted the Financial Construction of his/her project and got 1x Credibility for it. Now the Spinner scores the progressive award of 5 Million, 10 Million, and 3 Credibility.

5.2 Perseverance

} One of the most important qualities for an artist is undoubtedly Perseverance. The Right Return Rollover starts the Vari-Target Perseverance icon flashing.
A hit on this target gives the applicant a progressive sequence of 10 Million, Hurry-up Extra Ball, 10 Credibility, and finally 1 Production Facility for each hit for the rest of his/her life.

5.3 Report

} One of the most annoying things an artist must do is the Report for Funding Previously Received. This administrative matter always comes at the most inappropriate time, usually when the project's production activity is extremely intense. Nevertheless, giving a correct Financial Report is advantageous because it gives the applicant a lot of credibility (8 credibility if the applicant shoots the Central Moving Target while the Report icon is flashing) plus a Production Facility.
The Report icon is made to flash by shooting the ball with the plunger while the Draft Report icon in the shooter lane is lit, or by shooting the Ramp while the Draft Report icon in front of it is lit.
} Completing the Report correctly lights up the Good Administration icon in the List of Production Achievements.

5.4 Plunger Skill Shot

} The applicant will sometimes be given a choice between writing the Report for Funding Previously Received and Sending Completed Applications from the Post Office.
This is indicated by the alternation of the flashing Report and Application icons (located in the shooter lane) while the ball is sitting at the plunger.
Shooting the ball stops the lamp movement and the applicant has to accomplish the indicated task once the ball reaches the Ramp.

5.5 Co-producer's Offer

} The applicant, if he/she gets the Left Up-Kicker, receives a Co-producer's Offer. He/she can actually choose between a cash contribution to the project and a material or service facility.

6. Production Facility Feature

6.1. Production Facility

} The applicant can obtain Production Facilities in many ways while working on fundraising for his/her artistic project.
Sometimes he/she might even get more Production Facilities than needed.
In this case, the applicant accepts the Production Facility anyway (after all, possessing facilities consistently raises up the artist's negotiating power!) in the hope of being able to trade them later on for something more profitable or convenient.

6.2. How to negotiate with Production Facilities

} The artist has to first collect all Promo Materials related to his/her activity (Reviews, Catalogue, Web site and Portfolio) and than go to the Meeting (Right Up-Kicker) with another producer. This gives him/her the opportunity to trade all production facilities collected so far as follows:

1 PF - 10 Million
2 or 3 PF - Hurry up Extra Ball
4 or 5 PF - Meet a Marketing Director
6 or 7 PF - Extra Ball
8 or 9 PF - Production Awards
10 through 13 PF - Patron
14 PF - Good investment (Double the present Budget).
15 or more PF - Sell each production facility for 20 Million.

7. Hidden Features

7. Refunds

} machinaZOIS refunds some expenses to the artist at the end of the Fundraising Action (after the 3rd ball has been played) if it believes that he/she deserves any. 
5 Refunds can be paid for:

1- Material expenses
2- Production expenses
3- Unpredicted expenses
4- Non-programme expenses
5- Author, Producer and Collaborators Fee

} What the applicant must do in order to get a Refund is a real mystery. Still, the applicant can expect a certain refund if he/she manages to light the corresponding icon on the top of the Left Metal Ramp.
The amount of refunded cash is based on the number of icons lit:

1 icon lit - 10M
2 icons lit - 30M
3 icons lit - 100M
4 icons lit - 300M
5 icons lit - 1 Billion

